
What are Classroom Expectations and 
Behaviors/Rules?

• Expectations are valued behaviors and attitudes

• Behaviors/Rules are the specific criteria for meeting 
expectations
Behaviors or rules identify and define concepts of 

acceptable behavior 
• What does it look like to be (respectful) in the classroom

Align with schoolwide expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To correctly establish classroom rules we need to understand some specific vocabulary.Expectations are valued behaviors and attitudes we want our students to learn and display.  For example, we want students to be Safe, to be Respectful, to be a Learner, to be Responsible.  These are expectations.Behaviors or rules are two interchangeable terms.  Behaviors/rules are specific, they define what we want students TO DO and they provide a consistent guideline for how to meet the standards of our expectations.We have already identified the expectations for our school.  We have used those expectations to create behaviors for non-classroom settings- these are on our matrix.  Our focus today is using school wide expectations to identify individual classroom behaviors or rules.For example, what does it mean to be Safe in Mrs. Anderson’s kindergarten classroom? Or what does it mean to be Respectful in Mr. Smith’s chemistry class?Again, expectations are the valued behaviors we want for students and we’ve already identified those on our matrix.  Behavior/Rules are the specific criteria for meeting those expectations in each classroom within our building.



Why Classroom Expectations?
• A dependable system of rules and procedures 

provides structure for students and helps them be 
engaged with instructional tasks 

• Teaching rules and routines to students at the 
beginning of the year and enforcing them consistently 
across time increases student academic achievement 
and task engagement

• Clearly stating expectations and consistently 
supporting them lends credibility to a teacher’s 
authority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These bullets from the narrative on page 98 establishes the power of having Expectations. Explain each bullet.A dependable system of rules and procedures provides structure for students and helps them be engaged with instructional tasks (Brophy, 1998)—standard classroom expectations takes the guess work out of the behavioral expectations for students and therefore, helps them be more engaged in learning.Teaching rules and routines to students at the beginning of the year and enforcing them consistently across time increases student academic achievement and task engagement (Evertson & Emer, 1982; Johnson, Stoner & Green, 1996)—more evidence that rules and routines help achieve our goal of increasing student academic achievement. Clearly stating expectations and consistently supporting them lends credibility to a teacher’s authority (Good & Brophy, 2000)—consistency is important to build credibility and respect of teachers. 



Guidelines for Writing Classroom 
Behaviors or Rules

Consistent with school-wide expectations 
O = Observable; behaviors that we can see.

M = Measureable–we could actually count the 
occurrence of the behavior.

P = Positively stated–things to do to be successful.

U = Understandable–student-friendly language.

A = Always applicable.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classroom expectations and behaviors or rules must be consistent with schoolwide expectations and rules.  School rules are in effect in the classroom.  What we identify as classroom rules are additional, extra or specific to the classroom setting – anything not already covered by the schoolwide rules that you want in effect in your classroom. To enhance the effectiveness of classroom behaviors/rules, 5 guidelines need to be considered.Classroom rules need to be written in observable measurable terms. Observable means, “I can see it”  Classroom behaviors/rules also need to be written in Measurable terms.  Measurable means, “I can count it”Third, just as we do with schoolwide and non-classroom behavior/rules… classroom rules should be positively stated.  Positively stated rules encourage the desired behavior.  This means telling students what we want them TO do.  Fourth, classroom rules need to be understandable.  Rules are stated so students clearly understand what is meant.  Vocabulary should be consistent with student’s grade and/or ability level (ie “use school appropriate language” might be ok at the middle school level, but perhaps is not understandable for a kindergarten classroom)The last guideline for writing classroom rules is…Always applicable.  Rules should be based on problems which typically occur and they should not vary or change within the same setting.  



Discussion: Importance of expectations & behaviors?

• Pair Up
• 2-Minute Frenzy – Discuss:

• How has clarifying schoolwide/non-classroom setting 
behaviors/rules impacted student behavior in our 
school?

• Why do you think it is important to clarify classroom
behaviors/rules?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take 2 minutes and talk to someone near you.Discuss the impact of schoolwide and non-classroom behaviors/rules in your building.Talk about how this relates to classroom behaviors/rules.



• List problem behaviors in your classroom
• List replacement behavior (what we want kids to do instead) 
• List schoolwide expectations
• Categorize rules within schoolwide expectations

Activity: Classroom Rule Writing Activity
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Presentation Notes
This activity is for schools who have NOT identified classroom expectations/rules as a column on their matrix.  If your school has not addressed classroom rules in any way, you should do this activity… You will need two handouts:  1) Rules Writing Worksheet Example  2) Rules Writing Activity Classroom Rules Worksheet If your school has identified CLASSROOM expectations/rules that apply to all classrooms in the building, then you will skip Activity Option 1 and complete Activity Option 2 instead.For Activity Option 1…First, look at handout Rules Writing Worksheet Example.  This can be used as an example while you complete your own rules on handout entitled Rules Writing Activity Classroom Rules Worksheet Next, using handout Rules Writing Activity Classroom Rules Worksheet, list your schoolwide expectations (safe, respectful, ready)Then list problem behaviors in your classroom.  The behaviors that take time away from learning.After you have listed problem behaviors, identify the replacement behaviors or what you want students to do instead of the problem behavior. Remember the guidelines we shared earlier, ObservableMeasureablePositively statedUnderstandableAlways applicable – Something the teacher will consistently enforceFinally, categorize your replacement behaviors/positively stated rules into your schoolwide expectations.  It is important to make that connection.Give participants 15 - 20 minutes to work on this activity.  Discuss when finished. 	
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